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Abstract
The present study investigates how working memory and fluid intelligence are related in
young children and how these links develop over time. The major aim is to determine which
aspect of the working memory system – short-term storage or cognitive control - drives the
relationship with fluid intelligence. A sample of 119 children was followed from kindergarten
to second grade and completed multiple assessments of working memory, short-term
memory, and fluid intelligence. The data showed that working memory, short-term memory,
and fluid intelligence were highly related but separate constructs in young children. The
results further showed that when the common variance between working memory and shortterm memory was controlled, the residual working memory factor manifested significant
links with fluid intelligence whereas the residual short-term memory factor did not. These
findings suggest that in young children cognitive control mechanisms rather than the storage
component of working memory span tasks are the source of their link with fluid intelligence.

Keywords: working memory; short-term memory; fluid intelligence; cognitive control;
developmental.
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Working memory and fluid intelligence in young children
1. Introduction
In recent years there has been substantial evidence that fluid intelligence and working
memory are closely related (Colom, Flores-Mendoza, & Rebollo, 2003; Conway, Cowan,
Bunting, Therriault, & Minkoff, 2002; Cowan, et al., 2005; Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, &
Conway, 1999; Kane, et al., 2004; Oberauer, Schulze, Wilhelm, & Süß, 2005; Unsworth,
Redick, Heitz, Broadway, & Engle, 2009). Although researchers generally agree on the
existence of such a relationship, the underlying nature of the association remains an issue of
controversy. Furthermore, the vast majority of studies have focused on adults, and it remains
to be seen whether the findings extend to children. The main aim of the present study was to
explore the development of working memory and fluid intelligence in a population of young
children in order to clarify the relationship between these two aspects of fluid cognition.
Definition of the key concepts
Fluid intelligence (Gf) is a complex cognitive ability that allows humans to flexibly adapt
their thinking to new problems or situations. The concept has been defined by Cattell (1971)
as: “an expression of the level of complexity of relationships which an individual can
perceive and act upon when he does not have recourse to answers to such complex issues
already sorted in memory” (Cattell, 1971, p. 99). In other words, Gf can be thought of as the
ability to reason under novel conditions and stands in contrast to performance based on
learned knowledge and skills or crystallized intelligence (Haavisto & Lehto, 2005; Horn &
Cattell, 1967). Gf is generally assessed by tasks that are nonverbal and relatively culture-free.
Working memory (WM) has been described as a system for holding and manipulating
information over brief periods of time, in the course of ongoing cognitive activities. Most
theorists in the field agree that WM comprises mechanisms devoted to the maintenance of
information over short period of time, also referred to as short-term memory (STM), and
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processes responsible for cognitive control that regulate and coordinate those maintenance
operations (Baddeley, 2000; Cowan, et al., 2005; Engle, 2010; Engle, Kane, & Tuholski,
1999; Engle, Tuholski, et al., 1999). WM is often assessed by complex span tasks that
involve the simultaneous processing and storage of information (Daneman & Carpenter,
1980). An example of such a task is counting span, in which participants are asked to count a
particular class of items in successive arrays and to store at the same time the number of
target items in each array (Case, Kurland, & Goldberg, 1982). These complex span measures
stand in contrast to simple span tasks that require only the storage of information with no
explicit concurrent processing task. A typical simple span task is digit span, requiring the
immediate recall of lists of digits.
Although STM and WM are theoretically distinct and sometimes separately assessed, no
single task is a pure measure of either construct (Conway, et al., 2002; Conway, Jarrold,
Kane, Miyake, & Towse, 2008; Engle, Tuholski, et al., 1999). Even a seemingly simple task
such as digit span is likely to involve cognitive control mechanisms. In a recent study,
Unsworth and Engle (2006) showed that simple span with long lists of items tap the same
controlled retrieval mechanism as complex span tasks. The authors argue that items from the
end of a long list are retrieved from a capacity-limited STM store (or primary memory),
whereas items from the beginning of the list which have been displaced from the limited
capacity STM store are retrieved via a controlled search of secondary memory. Also,
complex span tasks rely on simple storage as well as cognitive control mechanisms (Bayliss,
Jarrold, Gunn, & Baddeley, 2003; La Pointe & Engle, 1990). Thus, simple and complex span
tasks are likely to tap both storage and cognitive control, to differing degrees: whereas
complex span tasks primarily reflect cognitive control and secondary storage, simple span
measures are most sensitive to storage and depend less on cognitive control (Conway,
Macnamara, Getz, & Engel de Abreu, in press; Kane, et al., 2004; Unsworth & Engle, 2006).
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The balance of these contributions to simple and complex span tasks may change with
development. The efficiency of processing improves as children get older (Case, et al., 1982);
simple span tasks might therefore rely more heavily on cognitive control processes in
younger than in older children or in adults (Engle, Tuholski, et al., 1999). If this is the case,
simple and complex span tasks should be more closely associated in children than in adults,
due to the common contribution of cognitive control mechanisms. Consistent with this
position, Hutton and Towse (2001) found that simple and complex span tasks loaded on the
same factor in 8- and 11- year-olds. In contrast, other studies suggest that simple and
complex span tasks tap distinct but associated underlying constructs in developmental
populations (Alloway, Gathercole, & Pickering, 2006; Alloway, Gathercole, Willis, &
Adams, 2004; Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge, & Wearing, 2004; Kail & Hall, 2001;
Swanson, 2008).
Links between working memory and fluid intelligence
Many studies have shown that in adults, Gf and WM are strongly linked (Colom, et al.,
2003; Conway, et al., 2002; Cowan, et al., 2005; Engle, Tuholski, et al., 1999; Kane, et al.,
2004). The underlying nature of the association is, however, not fully understood. According
to Engle and colleagues (Engle, 2010), WM and Gf both rely on attentional control
mechanisms. In Gf tasks cognitive control is required to analyze problems, monitor the
performance process, and adapt the resolution strategy as performance proceeds. In a similar
way, cognitive control might be needed in WM tasks in order to maintain memory
representations in an active state in the face of interference. A theoretically different account
of the Gf-WM link has been proposed by Colom and colleagues (Colom, Abad, Quiroga,
Shih, & Flores-Mendoza, 2008). They argue that STM storage rather than cognitive control
accounts for the relationship between WM and Gf.
Supporting evidence for both positions exists. In a latent variable study, Engle and
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colleagues (Engle, Tuholski, et al., 1999) have shown that when the common STM and WM
variance was removed, the WM residual factor was related to Gf, whereas the STM residual
was not. Conway et al. (2002) and Kane et al. (2004) reported similar findings, indicating that
the cognitive control demands rather than the storage component of WM span tasks are the
source of the link with Gf. In contrast, Colom and colleagues have consistently found that
individual differences in Gf are significantly associated with both STM and WM (Colom, et
al., 2008; Colom, Flores-Mendoza, Quiroga, & Privado, 2005; Colom, Rebollo, Abad, &
Shih, 2006). In some of these studies STM was identified as a stronger predictor of Gf than
WM, providing support to their position that short-term storage and not cognitive control
mechanisms is responsible for the link between WM and Gf. One explanation of the
discrepancies across these and other studies is that the degree to which STM and WM appear
to be correlated or distinct depends on the particular tasks employed. The use of different
tasks by different research groups therefore confounds direct comparisons of results.
The relationship between WM and Gf in children has been less intensively investigated
(see Fry & Hale, 2000 for a review), and the few studies that exist generally agree that WM
and Gf are strongly related but distinct constructs (Alloway, et al., 2004; Fry & Hale, 2000).
However, most of these studies do not address whether WM as a short-term storage system or
as a cognitive controlling device is making significant contributions to children’s fluid
intelligence. In a recent latent variable study on 6- to 9-year-olds, Swanson (2008) found that
when controlling for the correlations between WM and STM, the residual WM factor, but not
STM, predicted Gf. A similar result was obtained by Bayliss and colleagues (Bayliss, Jarrold,
Baddeley, Gunn, & Leigh, 2005). Importantly, in contrast to Swanson (2008), not only WM
but also STM accounted for unique variance in Gf (see also Tillman, Nyberg, & Bohlin,
2008). In another developmental study the WM residual factor failed however to manifest
significant links with Gf (Bayliss, et al., 2003).
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The present study
The purpose of the present study was to explore the underlying nature of the relationship
between WM, STM, and Gf in 5- to 9-year-old children. The study had two major aims: First,
it explored whether simple and complex span tasks are more closely associated in younger
children than in older children or in adults, potentially because of the contribution of
cognitive control mechanisms in assessments of STM in younger children (Engle, Tuholski,
et al., 1999; Hutton & Towse, 2001). Second, the study investigated whether the pattern of
results favors either the proposal that cognitive control is driving the link between complex
span tasks and Gf (Engle & Kane, 2004; Kane & Engle, 2002), or that STM accounts for the
relationship between complex span tasks and Gf (Colom, et al., 2006). The study is unique in
using a latent variable approach to estimate the relationships of WM and STM with Gf in
young children followed longitudinally over three years. As complex and simple span tasks
have been suggested to reflect both storage and cognitive control to differing degrees, unique
relationships of WM and STM with Gf were explored in order to disentangle the specific
effects of cognitive control and short-term storage to Gf.
WM and STM were assessed by multiple measures that are widely used in research with
children and that are part of many standardized test batteries (e.g., AWMA, Alloway, 2007;
CNRep, Gathercole & Baddeley, 1996; WMTB-C, Pickering & Gathercole, 2001). WM was
evaluated by two complex span tasks in which recall was verbal and the nature of the
processing activity was either verbal (backwards digit recall) or visuo-spatial (counting
recall). STM was assessed by two storage-only tasks: digit recall and nonword repetition.
Both tasks involve spoken presentation of the stimuli; the to-be-remembered material differed
however in terms of content domain and familiarity. Gf was evaluated by the Raven’s
Colored Progressive Matrices Test (CPM; Raven, Court, & Raven, 1986) a visuo-spatial
reasoning and problem solving task in which children need to derive a set of rules or relations
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between stimuli in order to complete a visual pattern. To complete an item, a number of
subresults have to be stored during the period that the item is being solved. The more difficult
problems entail a larger number or more difficult rules and more figural elements per entry
(see Carpenter, Just, & Shell, 1990 for a review). The Raven’s Matrices tests is one of the
most commonly adopted means of testing Gf in both adults (Carpenter, et al., 1990; Conway,
et al., 2002; Engle, 2010) and in children (Bayliss, et al., 2003; Swanson, 2008), and loads
highly on a general factor in psychometric studies of intelligence (Carroll, 1993).
In summary, the presented study investigates the underlying factor structure of the above
presented measures in a population of young children in order to explore (a) if WM, STM,
and Gf represent dissociable constructs in young children and (b) how these different aspects
of fluid cognition are related and develop over time in an attempt to determine more precisely
if a link between WM and Raven’s Matrices performance exists in young children and
whether the possible association is mediated by short term storage or cognitive control.
2. Method
Participants
The initial sample consisted of 122 children from 38 kindergarten classes (11 public
schools) in Luxembourg. By careful follow-up and tracking of children who had moved
within the country, 119 children were retained from the original sample for the three-year
duration of the study. Of the 119 children for whom complete data were available, 61 were
boys and 58 were girls. Luxembourgish was the first language for the totality of the
participants. All of the children learned German and French as foreign languages in first and
second grade respectively. Ethnicity representation for the participants was 100% Caucasian.
The socioeconomic status of the sample was primarily middle to upper middle class,
established on the basis of caregiver education and occupation. The children were followed
from their second year of kindergarten to the end of second grade. When first tested, children
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had a mean chronological age of 6 years and 3 month (SD = 3.37) with a range of 5 years; 9
month to 6 years; 10 month. Consent was obtained from the main caregiver of every child
participating in the study.
Procedure
The measures were administered as part of a larger test battery exploring the effects of
working memory on learning in young multilingual children (Engel de Abreu, 2009). Each
child was tested individually in a quiet area of the school. Children were assessed in
Luxembourgish. Test design followed the same principles underlying the establishment of the
English originals. All tests were translated and adapted by the first author who is fluent in
both Luxembourgish and English, and were checked for accuracy and clarity by different
independent native speakers. The test material was initially piloted on a group of
Luxembourgish children aged 5 to 8. All tests were comprehensible, and the material
appeared to be adequate for use with Luxembourgish children. Audio recordings were made
by a female native speaker in a neutral accent, and digitally edited as necessary using
GoldWave (2004). The digital material was presented to all children at a comfortable
listening level via a laptop computer with external speakers.
The longitudinal design consisted of three measurement occasions within a three-year
time period. The first wave of the data was gathered when children were in their second year
of kindergarten before the start of formal instruction in reading and foreign languages had
begun. The next two testing sessions took place exactly one and two years later when
children were in the first and second grades. As for none of the tests standardized norms on a
population of Luxembourgish children were available, raw scores were used as dependent
variables for all of the measures. Cronbach’s alpha reliability coefficients for the sample were
calculated for all scores across all testing waves. The totality of the test material used for the
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three study waves are presented below. Tasks that form part of published test batteries are
described in fewer details.
Tasks
Fluid intelligence. Gf was evaluated by the Raven Colored Progressive Matrices Test
(Raven, et al., 1986). In this test, the children are required to complete a geometrical figure
by choosing the missing piece among 6 possible drawings. Patterns progressively increase in
difficulty. The test consisted of 36 items divided into three sets of 12 (set A, set AB, and set
B). Within each set, items are ordered in terms of increasing difficulty. Sets also vary in
difficulty, with set B containing the most challenging items. Four scores were calculated:
three scores for each set (A, AB, and B) and a total overall score.
Working memory. Luxembourgish adapted versions of two complex memory span tasks
from the computer-based Automated Working Memory Assessment1 (AWMA, Alloway,
2007) were administered – counting recall and backwards digit recall. Both measures were
span tasks in which the amount of items to be remembered increased progressively over
successive blocks containing 6 trials each. The criterion for moving on to the next block was
correct recall of 4 out of the 6 trials. Test administration stopped if the child failed 3 trials in
one block (for futher details of the psychometric properties of the measures see, Alloway,
Gathercole, Kirwood, & Elliot, 2008). In the Counting Recall task (AWMA, Alloway, 2007)
the child is instructed to count and memorize the number of circles in a picture containing
triangles and circles. At the end of each trial the child is required to recall the number of
circles of each picture in the correct order. The test consisted of 7 blocks with trials of 1
picture in the first block, increasing to trials of 7 pictures in the last block. The number of
correct recalled trials was scored for each child, with a possible maximum score of 42. For
Backwards Digit Recall (AWMA, Alloway, 2007) the child is required to immediately recall
a sequence of spoken digits in the reverse order. The test consisted of 6 blocks, starting with
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2 digits in block one, increasing to sequences of 7 digits in the last block. Each correct trial
was scored with a possible maximum of 36.
Verbal short-term memory. STM was assessed with the Luxembourgish translated
Digit Recall Task from the AWMA1 (Alloway, 2007) in which sequences of spoken digits
have to be immediately repeated in the order that they were presented. The test consisted of 9
blocks of 6 trials each, starting with one digit and increasing to sequences of 9 digits. The
criterion for moving on to the next block was correct recall of 4 trials. After the failure of 3
trials in one block testing stopped. A correct recalled list received a score of 1, and the
possible maximum score on the test was 54. A Luxembourgish Nonword Repetition task
(LuNRep, Engel de Abreu, 2009) based on the Children’s Test of Nonword Repetition
(CNRep, Gathercole & Baddeley, 1996) was administered as a second measure of STM. In
this task the child hears a nonsense word - an unfamiliar phonological word form - and has to
immediately repeat it. In total 50 nonwords are presented, ranging in lengths from 1 to 5
syllables, with 10 nonwords in each category. The phoneme sequence in each nonword
conforms to the phonotactic rules of Luxembourgish, and the items were constructed to
correspond to the dominant syllable stress pattern in Luxembourgish for words of that length.
The nonwords were auditory presented via a laptop computer, and each child’s responses
were digitally recorded for later analysis. Recall accuracy as well as phonetic transcription for
each individual item was recorded on a response sheet by the experimenter. The digitally
recorded responses were later transcribed into phonetic script with the original scoring sheet,
recorded at the time of testing, being used to aid phonetic transcription. Responses were
scored as incorrect if the child produced a sound that differed from the target nonword by one
or more phonemes. For cases in which it was apparent from the child’s spontaneous speech
that a specific phoneme was consistently misarticulated as another phoneme (e.g., [] for [s]),
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credit was given for the consistent substitution. The number of correctly repeated nonwords
was calculated with a total maximum score of 50.
3. Results
Preliminary data analysis
All variables were examined separately for each of the three study waves. Skew and
kurtosis for all the variables met criteria for univariate normality (see Kline, 2005).
Univariate outliers on each of the 15 variables were defined as values more than 3 SD above
or below the group mean (Kline, 2005). Four cases, out of the 1785 in the data set met this
criterion and were replaced with scores corresponding to plus or minus 3 SD as appropriate.
The data manifested reasonable multivariate normality with standardized kurtosis values
below 3. For none of the analyses multivariate outliers were identified (Mahalanobis distance
D2; p < .005).
Internal reliability estimates for the scores on the different measures were calculated
using Cronbach’s alpha. Reliability coefficients of the scores on all the measures for the
different study waves are presented in Table 1. The two WM tasks and the digit recall
measure consisted of 6 trials at different list length. For each of the three tasks 6 subscores
were computed by combining the first, second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth trials at each
different list length into a single score. Cronbach’s alpha was then established from these
subscores (Unsworth, Heitz, Schrock, & Engle, 2005). For the nonword repetition measure
10 subscores were devised, each of which contained 5 nonwords of each of the 5 syllable
lengths. Cronbach’s alpha was computed from these 10 subscores. Scores on the WM and
STM measures manifested good reliability with alphas ranging from .79 to .91. Scores on the
Raven Colored Progressive Matrices manifested lower yet tolerable reliability (r’s ranging
from .67 to .72). For nonword repetition, inter-rater reliability was established by having 25%
of the kindergarten, 21% of the first grade, and 23% of the second grade recorded data scored
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by a second qualified rater. The index of inter-rater reliability based on Cohen’s Kappa
(Cohen, 1960), taking into account the agreement occurring by chance, was .78 for the
kindergarten scores, .82 for first grade, and .72 for second grade which can be considered
substantial strengths of agreements for all three measurement occasions (Landis & Koch,
1977).
Table 1 about here
Descriptive statistics
Descriptive statistics for the kindergarten, first grade, and second grade measures are
presented in Table 2. A series of repeated measure analyses of variance were performed with
study wave specified as the within-subject factor. Repeated contrasts were conducted in
which performance in wave two was compared to performance in wave one and wave three.
Table 2 about here
As reported in Table 2, all univariate F-tests were significant and effect sizes were large,
indicating that test performance increased significantly over the years. Pairwise comparisons
revealed that, with the exception of nonword repetition for which performance in first and
second grade did not differ, scores on all of the measures increased significantly from
kindergarten to first grade and from first to second grade.
Table 3 about here
Correlations between all pairs of variables are presented in Table 3. Across the years
correlations between nonword repetition and digit recall, associated with verbal STM were
high (r’s ranging from .59 to .61). Counting recall and backwards digit recall, indexing WM,
were moderately correlated in kindergarten and third grade (r’s of .38 and .36) and
manifested a weaker association in first grade that was, however, significant (r = .19).
Notably, across constructs, the WM measures correlated significantly with the Raven’s
Colored Matrices (r’s ranging from .19 to .34) whereas STM did not appear to be strongly
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linked to Raven’s Matrices across the years (r’s ranging from .12 to .21). With one exception
in kindergarten (Raven – nonword repetition, r = .12 and Raven - backwards digit recall, r =
.34; p = .02) these differences in the strengths of association between Raven Colored
Matrices with the observed STM and WM measures did, however, not reach statistical
significance.
Confirmatory factor analyses
A series of confirmatory factor analyses (CFA) were performed on the covariance
structure to test competing theoretical models of the associations between the measures and
to compare the goodness of fit of each model. Maximum likelihood estimation was applied
with the computer program AMOS 7 (Arbuckle, 2006) to estimate the model’s parameters
and fit indices. The goodness of fit for the estimated models was assessed by a combination
of different fit statistics: the χ2 statistic; Bentler’s Comparative Fit Index (CFI; Bentler,
1990), Bollen’s Incremental Fit Index (IFI; Bollen, 1989), and the Root Mean Square Error of
Approximation (RMSEA; Browne & Cudeck, 1993). RMSEA, CFI, and IFI were selected
because they are relatively independent of sample size (see Kline, 2005 for a review of the
different fit indices). Likelihood ratio tests were performed to evaluate the significance of
regression coefficients. This procedure was used because it is more reliable than test statistics
based on standard errors (Gonzalez & Griffin, 2001).
A first set of models tested whether WM and STM were operating as distinct processes in
young children. For this purpose one and two-factor CFA models were fitted to the data.
Separate analyses were performed for each study wave. The starting point was a two-factor
model in which digit recall and nonword repetition loaded on one factor and counting recall
and backwards digit recall loaded on another factor.
Figure 1 about here
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As data on digit recall and backwards digit recall were obtained by using a similar
instrument, with both tasks involving the manipulation of numbers, the error variances of
these measures were constrained to be equal. The model solution is summarized in Figure 1
and the fit statistics are shown in Table 4 (Model 1). This two-factor model was contrasted
with a more parsimonious single factor model in which all the measures loaded on a common
factor (Table 4, Model 2).
Table 4 about here
Across the three testing waves the two-factor solution provided a good fit to the data with
non-significant χ2 values, CFI and IFI indexes above .96, and low RMSEA values. The twofactor model accounted significantly better for the data than the single factor model for the
kindergarten and the second grade data [kindergarten: Δχ2(1) = 7.94; second grade: Δχ2(1) =
14.53; p < .05 in both cases]. For first grade the chi-square difference test just failed to reach
significance [Δχ2(1) = 3.37, p = .06]; in light of the other fit indices a two factor model was
preferred over a single factor solution supporting the hypothesis that the two target STM
tasks and the two WM measures reflect different latent variables across the childhood years.
Figure 2 about here
The next set of models explored how WM, STM and Gf were related across the years. In
the three-factor model, represented in Figure 2, the Raven’s subscores2 were specified to load
onto a separate factor, distinct from STM and WM. As can be seen from Table 4 (Model 3),
model fits were excellent in each study wave, with non-significant χ2 values (p’s ranging
from .42 to .73); CFI and IFI indices of 1; and RMSEA values ranging from .00 to .02.
Table 5 about here
The standardized factor loadings of each variable onto its respective latent factor are
provided in the top part of Table 5; inter-factor correlations are represented in the lower part
of Table 5. With the exception of the Raven A subscore that did not manifest a significant
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link with Gf in second grade (p = .12), all the other tasks loaded significantly onto their
intended constructs. For the correlations between the latent factors the data showed that
across the years Gf manifested strong links with WM (r’s ranging from .50 to .62). For the
Gf-STM correlations the results showed nonsignificant links in kindergarten (.18, p = .12) but
medium associations in first (.26, p = .04) and in second grade (.30, p = .01). Constraining the
Gf-WM and Gf-STM correlation to be equal within each study wave significantly worsened
model fit for kindergarten [Δχ2(1) = 8.14, p < .01] but not for first [Δχ2(1) = .06, p = .81] or
for second grade [Δχ2(1) = 1.49, p = .22].
The preceding analyses suggest that the general three-factor structure of separate but
related WM, STM, and Gf constructs holds through the early childhood years. This
hypothesis was assessed more directly by fitting the same baseline model (represented in
Figure 2) simultaneously across the three study waves. A model in which measurement
weights and structural covariances were constant across the years provided a good fit to the
data [χ2 (26) = 71.71, p = .11].
Hierarchical regression models
In the preceding CFA models the links between WM and STM with Gf were estimated
without controlling for the WM-STM inter-correlations. A major aim of the study was to
explore the specific effects of STM and WM on Gf: Hierarchical, or fixed-order, regression
analyses were therefore conducted in this second part of the analyses. In contrast to standard
structural regression models in which all the latent predictors are specified as simultaneous
causes of the outcome factor, hierarchical regression models, just like regular hierarchical
regression analyses with observed variables, allow one to enter the latent predictors into the
regression equation in a pre-specified order. The variance of the observed variables is thus
partitioned into a part due to the general factor and a part accounted for by the specific factor.
Regression of Gf on these factors reveals the independent contributions of the general and the
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specific factors. Conceptually the common factor purportedly represents either STM or WM
(depending on the model specification), and the specific factor reflects the residual after the
general factor has been partialled out (see de Jong, 1999; Gustafsson & Balke, 1993 for
further details). Hierarchical regression models therefore provide the opportunity to explore
both specific and general contributions of STM and WM to Gf. Furthermore, this method
avoids the problem of multicollinearity that can arise if correlated predictors are entered
simultaneously into the analyses. Although hierarchical regression analyses are of common
practice with observed variables, its use with latent factors is recent and consequently less
regular.
The method adopted in the present study is based on an approach by de Jong (1999), in
which a Cholesky factoring is applied to the latent predictors (see also, Loehlin, 1996). All
the models were specified as second-order factor models. The second-order factors were
uncorrelated and their number was identical to the first-order predictor factors. The
dependent latent factor (i.e. Gf) was regressed onto the second-order factors. The order in
which the latent predictors were entered into the analyses (i.e. the order in which the
dependent factor was regressed onto the latent predictors) was determined by the specific
pattern of loadings of the first-order onto the second-order factors.
Figure 3 about here
As an illustrative example, the structural part of a model is represented in Figure 3. The
pattern of loadings of the original predictors on the newly created predictors (i.e. secondorder factors) specifies a hierarchical regression analysis in which STM is entered first and
WM is entered second. The path coefficient linking the second-order WM factor to Gf can
thus be interpreted as the square root of the proportion of variance that WM explains in Gf
after STM has been taken into account. Because Cholesky factoring corresponds to a
rearrangement of the factor inter-correlation matrix of the latent predictors, the fits of the
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hierarchical regression models did not differ from the fits of the three-factor CFA models
reported in Table 4.
Table 6 about here
For each study wave two sets of hierarchical regression analyses were performed to
examine the specific effects of WM and STM to Gf. The standardized estimates are
represented in Table 6. In the first set of analyses, represented in the upper part of Table 6,
STM was entered in the first step of the analyses whereas in the second set of models WM
was entered first (bottom part of Table 6). The total R2 for each study wave is provided in
italics. Results were very clear: After the effects of STM were controlled, the WM residual
described additional variance in Gf in all three study waves, accounting for 31% of additional
variance in Gf in kindergarten, 32 % in first grade, and 17% in second grade. STM in contrast
did not make any specific contributions to Gf after controlling for the variance shared with
WM.
4. Discussion
The main objective of the present paper was to examine the links between WM, STM,
and fluid intelligence in a population of young children followed from kindergarten through
second grade. A particular focus of the study was to explore whether significant links
between WM and fluid intelligence would emerge and more specifically, which aspect of the
WM system - short-term storage or cognitive control - might mediate the relationship.
The data indicate that STM and WM performance reflect distinguishable but related
processes, in line with the theoretical framework on adults proposed by Baddeley (2000) and
Engle et al. (Engle, Kane, et al., 1999; Engle, Tuholski, et al., 1999) and consistent with
previous studies on children (Alloway, et al., 2006; Alloway, et al., 2004; Gathercole, et al.,
2004; Kail & Hall, 2001; Swanson, 2008). The findings provide little support for the
hypothesis that WM and STM are less distinct in younger children than in older children or
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adults due to less automated rehearsal and chunking processes and consequently increased
implications of cognitive control in assessments of STM in younger children (Engle,
Tuholski, et al., 1999; Hutton & Towse, 2001). Contrary to this hypothesis, the same twofactor structure that Engle et al. (Engle, Tuholski, et al., 1999) identified in adults was found
in children as young as 6 years of age. In fact, in the present study the links between the WM
and STM factors were lower than in latent variable studies on adults in which correlations
between these two constructs ranged from .68 to .82 (e.g., Colom, Abad, Rebollo, & Shih,
2005; Colom, Flores-Mendoza, et al., 2005; Conway, et al., 2002; Engle, Tuholski, et al.,
1999; Kane, et al., 2004) suggesting greater independence among these measures in children
than in adults (see Kail & Hal, 2001 and Swanson, 2008 for similar findings).
Although complex span measures shared substantial variance with tests of simple storage,
they also reflected some unique variance that was highly predictive of performance on the
Raven’s Colored Progressive Matrices (see Bayliss, et al., 2005; Swanson, 2008 for similar
findings). According to the theoretical framework proposed by Engle and colleagues (Engle,
Tuholski, et al., 1999), the residual WM variance should conceptually represent cognitive
control. Importantly, STM did not share any specific links with Gf after variance associated
with complex span tasks was taken into account. These findings run counter to proposals that
the relationship between Gf and WM is mediated by an individual’s STM capacity (Colom, et
al., 2008; Colom, Flores-Mendoza, et al., 2005; Colom, et al., 2006), favoring instead the
view that cognitive control mechanisms underlie performance on complex span tasks of WM
and assessments of fluid intelligence (Conway, et al., 2002; Engle, Tuholski, et al., 1999;
Kane & Engle, 2002).
Unsworth and Engle (2006, 2007) recently suggested that due to the attention-demanding
processing component of complex span tasks, the to-be-remembered items are quickly
displaced from an initial short-term store (primary memory) into secondary memory.
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Attention is needed to engage in a cue-dependent search of secondary memory and combat
potential problems, such as proactive interference, in order to successfully retrieve and recall
the displaced items. Matrix reasoning tasks like the Raven Progressive Matrices are likely to
rely on the same mechanism: to successfully complete an item, a number of intermediate
results have to be stored during the period that the item is being solved. These intermediate
results might be briefly held in primary memory but as a consequence of having to
manipulate other aspects of the problem might then be rapidly displaced into secondary
memory. Children with low scores on WM and Gf tasks might have difficulty engaging an
attention-based search of secondary memory and consequently may be more likely to
consider unnecessary information and alternative interpretations of material, which could
depress their performance. The ability to use attention to actively retrieve representations
from secondary memory in the presence of proactive interference might therefore underlie the
correlation of complex span tasks and Gf.
When considered in isolation (i.e. without controlling for the variance shared with
complex span tasks) significant links between simple span tasks and performance on the
Raven’s Matrices emerged. If only cognitive control is driving the link with Gf, how are
these correlations to be explained? Although complex and simple span task relate to separate
underlying factors they will inevitably overlap to some extent and be distinguished only by
the balance of their underpinning mechanisms. It has been argued that in certain situations
performance in simple span tasks reflect both short-term storage and cognitive control.
Unsworth and Engle (2006, 2007) have repeatedly shown that long-list simple span tasks
correlate as strongly with measures of Gf as complex span tasks. According to their position,
span tasks correlate with higher order cognition if they require retrieval from secondary
memory: Complex spans task are linked to Gf because these measures rely heavily on
retrieval from secondary memory whereas simple span tasks manifest lower and less specific
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associations with Gf because they only require retrieval from secondary memory under
conditions of STM overload.
The contribution of STM to fluid intelligence increased steadily over the childhood years,
suggesting that whereas very young children rely heavily on short-term storage, older
children might be able to engage in a controlled search of secondary memory when
performing simple span tasks. This developmental change is likely to occur when children are
around 7, and might account for the developmental increase in span performance observed
across the early childhood years. Interestingly, the age at which children start to engage in
subvocal rehearsal (Flavell, Beach, & Chinsky, 1966; Gathercole, Adams, & Hitch, 1994)
coincides with the increase in the STM-Gf relationship observed in the present study.
Subvocal rehearsal is thought to reactivate traces in STM (Baddeley, 1986), it is therefore
likely that the shift from relying exclusively on primary memory to making use of both
primary and secondary memory when completing STM tasks is driven by the emergence of
subvocal rehearsal. Further studies are clearly needed in order to address this hypothesis more
directly. One possibility is to follow Unsworth and Engle’s procedure (2006) and increase
variability in longer list lengths in young children and explore if under these circumstances a
significant STM-Gf link emerges.
In summary, the present study demonstrates that in young children individual differences
in WM and STM are distinct, but associated. Whereas complex span tasks uniquely predict
fluid intelligence, simple span tasks do not. These findings suggest that complex WM span
tasks tap into a fundamental aspect of cognition that is shared with measures of fluid
intelligence and that might represent the ability to effectively control attention in order to
maintain task goal relevant information activated in the face of interference.
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2

For fluid intelligence only one observed measure was obtained. To optimize the models

solution and avoid biasing effects of error, fluid intelligence was indexed by the three
subscores: Raven A; Raven AB; and Raven B. All the analyses were conducted again with
the Raven overall score as outcome variable and with the error term constrained to an
estimate based on the measures established reliability. The results did not change
considerably.
3

The analyses were run again using standard structural regression models. The results did

not change considerably.
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Table 1
Reliability Coefficients for the Different Study Waves
Measures

Kindergarten

First grade

Second grade

Reliability Skewness

Kurtosis

Reliability Skewness

Kurtosis

Reliability Skewness

Kurtosis

.72

.09

.23

.71

.08

-.39

.67

-.19

-.34

.85

.87

.63

.81

.28

-.24

.89

-.14

-.21

-.53

.85

.84

.20

-1.11

.80

.16

.90

Fluid intelligence
Raven
Working memory
Counting Recall

Backwards digit recall .85
Short-term memory
Digit Recall

.84

.26

-.24

.91

.50

.20

.89

.20

-.11

Nonword repetition

.79

-.66

.12

.81

-.83

.23

.83

-.85

.32

.78a

.82a

.72a

Note. Raven: Raven Colored Progressive Matrices Test; ainterrater reliability
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Table 2
Descriptive Statistics for the Kindergarten, First, and Second Grade Study Waves
Measures

Max.

Kindergarten

First grade

Second grade

F

η2

Contrasts

Mean

SD

Range

Mean

SD

Range

Mean

SD

Range

--

75.13

3.37

69-82

87.03

3.44

80-94

99.03

3.44

92-106

36

18.97

4.31

8-31

23.65

4.03

15-34

25.98

3.44

17-33

227.01**

.66

K<Gr1<Gr2

Counting Recall

42

9.69

3.07

5-19

14.45

3.12

7-22

18.17

3.61

8-26

350.91**

.75

K<Gr1<Gr2

Backwards DR

36

5.90

2.42

0-12

8.84

2.42

5-15

11.41

2.52

6-19

227.04**

.66

K<Gr1<Gr2

Digit Recall

54

20.50

3.17

14-30

23.03

3.51

15-32

24.55

3.23

18-32

149.54**

.56

K<Gr1<Gr2

Nonword repetition

50

35.19

6.14

18-46

38.33

5.10

23-47

38.76

5.20

24-49

60.61**

.34

K<Gr1=Gr2

Age (in month)
Fluid intelligence
Raven
Working memory

Short-term memory

Note. Max: Maximum possible score; Raven: Raven Colored Progressive Matrices Test; Backwards DR: Backwards Digit Recall; ** p < .01
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Table 3
Correlations Between the Scores Using Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient (N = 119)
Measures

Kindergarten
1

1. Age (in month)

2

First Grade
3

4

5

6

--

1

2

Second Grade
3

4

5

6

--

1

2

3

4

5

6

--

Fluid intelligence
2. Raven

.18

--

3. Nonword rep.

.16

.16

--

4. Digit Recall

.05

.12

.59

--

5. Counting recall

.08

.27

.13

.27

--

6. Bachwards DR

.13

.34

.40

.41

.38

.17

--

.01

.16

--

-.09

.18

.60

--

.08

.25

-.05

.08

--

.09

.19

.19

.14

.19

.11

--

.05

.18

--

.01

.21

.61

--

.13

.20

.13

.16

--

.05

.25

.24

.32

.36

Short-term memory

Short-term memory

--

--

--

Note. Raven: Raven Colored Progressive Matrices Test; Nonword rep.: Nonword repetition; Backwards DR: Backwards Digit Recall; significant
values marked in boldface, p < .05
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Table 4
Fit Indices of the Confirmatory Factor Analyses Models for the Different Study Waves
Model

χ2

df

p

CFI

IFI

RMSEA

Model 1: Two-factor model: WM and STM
Kindergarten

4.49

2

.11

.97

.97

.10

First grade

4.11

2

.13

.96

.97

.09

Second grade

.00

2

.99

1.00

1.02

.00

Model 2: Single factor model
Kindergarten

12.43

3

.00

.90

.90

.16

First grade

7.48

3

.06

.92

.93

.11

Second grade

14.53

3

.00

.85

.86

.18

Model 3: Three factor model: WM, STM, and fluid intelligence
Kindergarten

11.47

12

.49

1.00

1.00

.00

First grade

12.35

12

.42

1.00

1.00

.02

Second grade

8.69

12

.73

1.00

1.02

.00

Note. WM: Working memory; STM: Short-term memory
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Table 5
Standardized Factor Loadings and Inter-factor Correlations from Confirmatory Factor Analyses (Model 3)
Latent factors
Variable

Kindergarten
STM
WM

Nonword rep.

.70**

.76**

.73**

Digit Recall

.86**

.78**

.84**

Gf

First grade
STM

WM

Gf

Second grade
STM
WM

Counting Recall

.50**

.45**

.50**

Backwards DR

.75**

.43**

.72**

Gf

Raven A

.62**

.52**

.18

Raven AB

.81**

.71**

.75**

Raven B

.67**

.68**

.68**

Inter-factor correlations
STM

--

--

WM

.65**

--

Gf

.18

.55**

--

--

.27*

--

.26*

.62**

--

.48**

--

.30*

.50**

--

Note: STM: short-term memory; WM: working memory; Gf: fluid intelligence; *p < .05; **p < .01
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Table 6
Standardized Regression Coefficients from Hierarchical Regression Analysis with WM and STM predicting Fluid Intelligence
Step

Latent predictor

Kindergarten

First Grade

Second Grade

1

STM

.18

.26*

.30*

2

WM

.56**

.57**

.41*

1

WM

.55**

.62**

.50**

2

STM

-.23

.10

.07

.35

.39

.26

Total R2

Note. STM: short-term memory; WM: working memory; * p < .05; ** p < .01
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memory

Working
memory

Nonword
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Backwards
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e4

Figure 1. Two-factor Confirmatory Factor Analyses model.
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memory
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Digit
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Raven A
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Figure 2. Three-factor Confirmatory Factor Analyses model.
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Counting
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Backwards
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residual

Short-term
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Second order
factor: STM
Fluid
Intelligence

Working
memory

Second order
factor: WM
G

Raven A

e5

Raven AB

e6

Raven B

e7

3

Figure 3. Hierarchical regression model with short-term memory (step 1) and working memory (step 2) as predictors.
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